INTRODUCTION
This paper is motivated by Berge's conjecture that every undirectefl regular graph, except the complement of a complete graph, has at least two disjoint maximal independent sets of vertices. By complementation this is equivalent to the conjecture that every incomplete regular graph has two or more disjoint cliques. In [l], we established this form of the conjecture for regular graphs of degree < 6. Here we prove that incomplete graphs of degree 7 or 8 possess disjoint cliques. Any terminology or notation undefined in this paper may be found in Harary's book [2].
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We may restrict ourselves to connected graphs, for the result is trivial otherwise. Let G be an incomplete regular graph of degree x (t 7) and p vertices where p 2 x + 2. Suppose that the largest clique U of G has k vertices where 2 < k < X. (If k = x + 1, G is either complete or disconnected.) Let Y be a largest clique in (W) = (V(G) -U}, where j Y / = y and1 <y<k. LEMMA 1. There is no incomplete regular graph G with y = 1 and k < x.
Proof.
If y = 1, ( W) has no edge and k 3 x, which implies that k = x by hypothesis. Counting edges between U and Win two ways we have that (p -X)X = x, i.e., p = x + 1. Therefore G = K,,, , contrary to hypothesis.
